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Constraint Programming
Examination Problems 2001-10-29

Please return your solutions toJan no later thanNovember 30, 2001.You can deliver the solu-
tions in the classroom, by the internal post or by e-mail as a postscript/pdf file. You must also
electronically all program code as text files tojanma@ida.liu.se. All exercises should be solved
individually. The solutions to the exercises will be discussed onDecember 11, 10-12(participa-
tion is mandatory and everybody should be prepared to discuss their solutions).

1. The concepts of consistency
Consider the CSP of the constraint Z = Y + 2X∧ X ≥ 2 ∧ Z > Y + 2 on the domains D(X) = D(Y
) = D(Z) = [1..5]. Transform it to an equivalent CSP which is (a) node-consistent, (b) arc-co
tent, (c) bound-consistent. Compare your computed results with the behavior of CHIP
domain solver on the original CSP. Give an example CSP which demonstrates incompleten
the CHIP finite domain solver.

2. Constraint propagation
The organizers of a congress booked 3 conference rooms for 2 days. The congress has 11 h
sessions (A,B,...,K). The sessions in the sets AJ, JI, IE, CF, FG, DH, BD, KE, BIHG, AGE, B
ABCH, DFJ must not be scheduled simultaneously. The session E should precede the ses
and the sessions D and F should precede the session K. Session A should be placed at th
ning of the first day and session J at the end of the second day. The afternoon of the seco
should include at most 2 sessions. Formulate these constraints as finite domain constra
CHIP. Show the result of constraint propagation after setting all the constraints and show a
sible schedules. Explain the order in which the schedules are computed.

3. The Newspapers Problem
There are four students, Algy, Bertie, Charlie, and Digby, who share a flat. Four newspape
delivered to the house: the Financial Times, the Guardian, the Daily Express, and the Sun. E
the students reads all of the newspapers, in particular order and for a specified amount of tim
below). Given that Algy gets up at 8:30, Bertie and Charlie at 8:45, and Digby at 9:30, what i
earliest that they can all set off for college?

Hint : This problem can be easily solved using, among other constraints, the cumulative
straint.

Algy Bertie Charlie Digby

1st FT 60 min Guardian 75 min Express 5 min Sun 90 min

2nd Guardian 30 min Express 3 min Guardian 15 min FT 1 min

3rd Express 2 min FT 25 min FT 10 min Guardian 1 min

4st Sun 5 min Sun 10 min Sun 30 min Express 1 min
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4. The Jobshop Scheduling Problem
The jobshop scheduling problem requires to schedule number of jobs on available machines
job is a sequence of tasks which need to be executed on different machines (M). The dura
each task is D. The table below specifies the Lawrence 10x5 instance problem which has 1
(each job containing the sequence of 5 tasks) and 5 machines. Formulate the problem using
the CLP(FD) systems (for example, CHIP or SICStus) and generate the best possible solu
it possible to find an optimal solution?

Hint: Different global constraints can be used to improve constraint propagation. For exa
cumulative constraint is available in CHIP. CHIP has also a redundant precedence constra

Table 1: Job shop scheduling problem (Lawrence 10x5)

Job
Task 1 Task 2 Task 3 Task 4 Task 5

M D M D M D M D M D

1 1 72 0 87 4 95 2 66 3 60

2 4 5 3 35 0 48 2 39 1 54

3 1 46 3 20 2 21 0 97 4 55

4 0 59 3 19 4 46 1 34 2 37

5 4 23 2 73 3 25 1 24 0 28

6 3 28 0 45 4 5 1 78 2 83

7 0 53 3 71 1 37 4 29 2 12

8 4 12 2 87 3 33 1 55 0 38

9 2 49 3 83 1 40 0 48 4 7

10 2 65 3 17 0 90 4 27 1 23
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5. The Traveling Salesman Problem
The salesman has to visit ten cities starting from city no. 1. Based on the distances between
given in the table, find the minimal rout for the salesman.

In the second part of this assignment, assume that the salesman has to distribute some pa
his way. The capacity of his car is limited to 15 parcels. On his way he has to load parcels in
cities and unload parcels in other cities. Assume the following loading/unloading distributio
the parcels (positive number means loading parcels and negative unloading parcels).

Hint : The global constraints cycle/2 (CHIP) or circuit/1 (SICStus)are well suited for solving
kind of problems.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 - 85 110 94 71 76 25 56 94 67

2 - 26 70 62 60 63 62 70 49

3 - 71 87 89 88 87 93 73

4 - 121 19 82 106 124 105

5 - 104 53 24 8 13

6 - 65 89 108 93

7 - 30 57 46

8 - 23 20

9 - 20

10 -

Cities

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Distribution 0  1  5  -6  4  3  -5  2  1  -3
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6. Planning with FD constraints.
A post office requires different numbers of full-time employees on different days of the week
number of full-time employees required on each day is as follows:

Monday 17
Tuesday 13
Wednesday 15
Thursday 19
Friday 14
Saturday 16
Sunday 11

Trade union rules state that each full-time employee must work five consecutive days and
receive two days off. For example, an employee who works Monday to Friday must be off on
urday and Sunday. The post office wants to meet its daily requirements using only full
employees and it wants to minimize the number of full-time employees that must be hired.

Formulate and solve this problem in CHIP using the finite domain solver. Find the minimal n
ber of employees needed and a schedule showing how many of them should start employm
each day of the week in order to satisfy the constraints. Find how many such schedules exis
one of them that minimizes the number of people starting on Saturday and on Sunday. Will y
able to find a solution which tries to distribute new workers more evenly over all days?

7. Interval constraints.

A ball is pushed at some start point with the initial speedVband rolls on the ground with deceler

ation 0.5 m/sec2 until it stops. After 1 second another ball is thrown in the air from the same s
point with the intention to hit the first ball while it is still rolling. Write a Prolog IV program th
describes this problem.

Use it to compute the initial speed vector of the second ball provided thatVb=5 m/sec and the
second ball hits the first one at 10 m from the start point.

Discuss what are other possible uses of your  program.


